
Journey to Sumatra 
 

by Herb Windolf 
 
Sumatra – sixth-largest island in the world – home to elephants, rhinos, tigers and orangutans – 

what is left of them, due to human population growth. One of the largest tribal communities are the Batak 
people with five million being of the Lutheran faith. 

In 1903, Karl Weissenbruch, my wife, Ute’s, grandfather journeyed to the Lake Toba Region on 
Sumatra as a missionary. In 1906, following the wedding ceremony, his newlywed’s horse shied upon 
their departure for home, being pursued by a tiger. Fortunately, the tiger was unsuccessful in his hunt, or 
my wife would not have been born in Tarutung, Sumatra, in late 1936. 

Three years later, when Germany invaded Holland, the Dutch interned all Axis civilians, 
Germans, Austrians and Italians, in their Indonesian colony. My wife’s father was arrested on the road 
and his car confiscated. He was shipped to Dehra Dun at the foothills of the Himalayas, the Allied 
collection center for Axis civilians living in Southeast Asian, where he was interned for the next seven 
years until his return to Germany in 1946. 

My wife’s mother with her three children, was interned on Sumatra until the Japanese invasion in 
1942. The Japanese, members of the Axis, ‘liberated’ the family, who, at first received no living support, 
and was moved into one of the vacated Dutch homes. Following the growth of the Indonesian resistance 
movement against the Dutch colonial masters after the War, the family was also shipped back to 
Germany in 1947. Four years thereafter, Ute and I met for the first time. Nine years later we married, and 
three years on emigrated to Canada and eventually to the USA. 

Some time in 1989 I suggested to my wife that we visit her Sumatran roots.  When her parents 
had returned to Sumatra in the 1960s, where her father lectured at a Batak university, her post-war-born 
sister, Dörthe, had lived with her parents there for several years. She and her husband were very much 
interested in visiting Sumatra, and so it transpired that we planned a trip there, Dörthe and her husband 
were to come from Berlin and we from Chicago, to meet in Singapore. Dörthe had brushed up on her 
knowledge of the Indonesian language, Bahasa Indonesia, and was to be our translator. 

In late January Ute and I flew United from Chicago via San Francisco and Tokyo to Singapore. 
We had upgraded to business class, when, on one of the legs, sitting on the starboard side, we became 
aware of being nearly the only passengers there, while on the port side many more seats were occupied. 
Then I recalled that United had, two weeks earlier on another 747 flight, lost several passengers from 
business class. This was the result of an improperly closed cargo door on the starboard side that had 
sprung open in flight and had torn open the fuselage. Some passengers along with their seats were 
sucked out over the Pacific. After some consideration, we decided not to cut our sojourn to Indonesia 
short and moved over to port side. 

We roamed Singapore for a day, then met with our relatives to fly to Medan on Sumatra. On 
arrival, I dickered with one of the taxi drivers in front of the airport for a decent fare to take us to a 
motel-restaurant in Pematang Siantar, where I had made reservations. The ride introduced us to a 
strange, foreign world of left-hand-side traffic, a chaos of all kinds of vehicles, honking for numerous 
reasons, the air pervaded by two-stroke engine fumes, vendor stalls lining the road, and people, 
especially children, everywhere. 

The motel, where my wife’s parents had dined frequently, turned out to be very nice and was 
air-conditioned. In the morning we enjoyed a typical Indonesian breakfast of strong coffee, nasi goreng 
(fried rice), and bami goreng (fried noodles), passion fruit juice and papaya. Then we left for a bank to 
exchange our currencies for wads of Indonesian rupees. The armed but friendly guards outside the bank 
asked for their picture to be taken, just as many of the children and adults on our later sojourn did. 
Thereafter, we visited the President of Nommensen University, a former student of my father-in-law, who 
invited us for breakfast with his wife the next morning. 

In the afternoon Dörthe and Ute went to purchase a durian, a green, oval, tropical tree fruit about 
the size of a foot. It had several one-inch diameter pits imbedded in a white, creamy flesh. It looked good, 
the two women relished it, and even Günter took to it! I thought to myself: “try everything once”, even if  
this delight smelled like a rotting corpse to me. After this first and only experience, I took a deep breath 
every time I had to pass by the huge piles of durian, stacked by street vendors, in order to quickly leave 



the terrible odor behind – many of the merchants  giving me a knowing grin, for there are only lovers and 
haters of durian! That evening we enjoyed a delicious exotic dinner, as we did many times thereafter, 
always consumed with beer, following the motto “don’t drink the water”. The problem was that beer came 
only in liter bottles. 

Someone at the university recommended a Muslim Batak, who owned a well-kept van, to drive 
us, when called, for a number of days to the various places we intended to visit in the vicinity of Lake 
Toba. Then we took off from Siantar to Parapat, the world’s largest volcanic lake. It is a so-called wet 
caldera, about 100 km long, 30 km wide, and 500 m deep, the remnant of a mega volcano that erupted 
approximately 75,000 years ago, possibly the largest in 25 million years. Because of its location near the 
equator, from where jet streams distributed the immense amount of volcanic material thrown into the 
atmosphere, it caused a massive climate-change, a volcanic winter, and may have reduced the human 
population and life in general. A resurgent dome formed the large Samosir Island, which is today 
sprinkled with villages and vacation resorts. The elevation of 900 m makes for a pleasantly cooler climate. 

Parapat is dirty with a lot of garbage strewn about. When, in earlier times, the natives used plant 
material for wrapping and eating, tossed discards rotted away – not so with today’s plastics. A sense of 
ecology and recycling is yet to develop. The next day, after some negotiating, which reduced our fare 
from 10,000 rupees to 3,000, we boarded the ferry from Parapat to Samosir. On the half-hour boat ride 
two Chinese teenage boys practiced their English, quizzing me intensely about the Western World. From 
our simple but comfortable hotel the view across the lake was incredibly beautiful. After next morning’s 
breakfast a walk took us to a couple of Batak villages for a little shopping, then to view some old Batak 
grave sites. Thereafter, we returned to our hotel, followed by a swim in the crystal-clear and refreshing 
waters of the lake. In the evening, we participated in a special dinner for 40 people from around the world, 
with the exception of Americans. The dinner was followed by a group of song performers, all hotel 
employees. Bataks love to sing, and these people were good. 

The next morning we headed for Balige, another village with familial background. After our driver 
picked us up, we soon left the touristy area behind, seeing more of the old-type Batak campongs, 
steeple-roofed buildings, where people lived ‘upstairs’, their animals fenced-in, ‘downstairs.’ These 
settlements of maybe six to eight houses were surrounded by an earthen mound with trees and bamboo 
growing along its ridge for protection against wild animals. Only two gates at each end offered access to a 
campong. 

We visited family friends in Balige and the church built by grandfather Weissenbruch. Our stay in 
a Batak guesthouse introduced us to the customary bathroom facilities. Everything was sparkling clean; a 
hole in the tiled floor represented the toilet and a two by two foot wide and four foot high tiled basin held 
cold water with a ladle serving to douse and clean oneself. 

A side trip took us to Sitorang, a tiny village in the hills. Arriving there, we were, as everywhere, 
quickly surrounded by children, delighting by the sight of Westerners. Then, a man, approximately 50 to 
60 years old, showed up, clad in a sarong. When Dörthe explained the reason for our visit, her 
grandfather having once lived here, the man, to our surprise, told us that his grandfather had once 
provided the place for her grandfather to build his house. He led us around, but no remnants of a 
structure could be seen anymore. Later, in Chicago, when we viewed Ute’s pictures of this encounter, we 
saw that the man had changed the location of where he wore his sarong many times during our tour, at 
one time wearing it even on his head. 

Here is another true story about sarongs. The Dutch had been in the Indonesian islands for a 
couple of centuries, but conquered Bali only at the very beginning of the 20th century. When the Dutch 
Royal couple came for their first visit to newly acquired Bali, the Dutch authorities asked the local village 
chiefs to make sure that the women, who would be lining the Royal couple’s route, cover their breasts, 
which was at the time still uncommon. Well, they did – in a fashion. It is told that when the Royal couple’s 
carriage passed by groups, the women simply lifted their sarongs to cover up the offending breasts. They 
knew how to get back at their conquerors! 

Once again, we were driven through the neighborhoods of Lake Toba, stopping at old villages 
where we were invited into some houses. There were children everywhere. One old woman said she had 
13! Usually, people we met were very friendly. An old Karo King building, now a museum, had housed 13 
generations of ‘kings’, each with up to 22 wives and up to 117 children. The sturdily built structure stood 
on approximately 10 foot tall, solid poles as a protection from tigers and other wild beasts. The ‘king’ slept 
at its front, from where a door led to the women’s quarters, each having their own fire place and bamboo 
pipe water supply, all guarded by a castrated servant. Refuse was apparently dropped through the gaps 



between the horizontal poles. 
Our ride took us to Brastagi. My wife remembered the two volcanos nearby, the Sibayah and 

Sinagan, both dormant. Indonesia, being located on the Pacific Rim of Fire, has 76 active volcanos, in 
addition to its many dormant ones. After some searching, we found the house her family had lived in after 
they had been freed from internment. Nothing had really changed in decades. In her her childhood, Ute 
had so often walked the long driveway to and from the house and walked through a nearby ‘canyon’ to 
school – now  she was returned to being a little girl. 

Our accommodation in town was the Bukit Kubu motel, an old colonial structure on a beautifully 
manicured garden. The next morning our driver did not show up. I had paid him on a daily basis, given 
him even some extra money. The previous night I did not have exact cash, which is why I asked my wife 
to pay him. So, what was his reason for abandoning us? Had he made enough money; did he get tired of 
chauffeuring us around, or was his Muslim sensitivity injured by having been paid by a woman? No 
matter, we found ready transportation. In the meantime we visited a nature preserve with many old and 
different trees, a market with much too muddy pathways, but a multitude of fruit and dried fish, the latter 
sorted by size, from 2 inches to 15 inches, in big baskets. Then there was a beautiful waterfall and hot 
springs. On a walk through fields we saw the biggest cabbages we have ever seen. 

A taxi driver suggested taking us to a village of Karo Bataks for a native dance, celebrating the 
exchange of police chiefs. It sounded interesting, and we took off – to a place far removed from Western 
customs and yet, not its trappings. We were the only Westerners and were greeted by the two police 
chiefs, their wives, and the village elders, then invited to partake in their common dinner. This being a 
Muslim community, the women ate separate from the men, while our two wives were allowed to sit 
cross-legged with us and the men. Before dinner, small water bowls were passed around to wash fingers. 
Dinner, which was served on waxed brown paper, consisted of rice with one piece of meat and a couple 
of vegetable pieces on top, tasty and spicy, all eaten by hand. I surreptitiously admonish my wife, a lefty, 
to change hands for eating, since the left hand is considered the ‘dirty’ one. After the meal we were 
invited to sit in the front row of benches, together with the ‘big shots’, to watch the forthcoming dance on a 
raised stage. It had turned night. More and more people from other villages drifted in, and with 
Indonesians having narrower personal space, we were soon tightly surrounded by humanity. Electric 
lights then illuminated the stage and various groups of old and young danced, speeches were held, and a 
lone singer performed. Eventually, six professional male and female dancers with incredible grace and 
agility entered the stage. Some of the postures of their dance must have conveyed some meaning, 
unknown to us, for the audience broke at various times into laughter. Then we were invited onstage to 
dance with the ‘professionals.’ After some hesitation we agreed, but in no way were we able to match the 
grace of these men and women. Did we hear some subdued snickers from the huge, but polite crowd? 
Eventually, after I had handed over a donation for the village, we slipped away and our taxi took us back 
to the motel, which we now found completely occupied by noisy Chinese. 

The Chinese New Year is not celebrated on one day only, but over a number of days. There is a 
large Chinese population living in Indonesia, and these visitors had driven up from low-elevation, humid 
Medan to the higher-elevation, and thus cooler Brastagi to celebrate New Year. And the celebration went 
on through the entire night! People talking, radios blaring, children screaming – were they never going to 
stop? Our plans were to rise early in the morning and climb the Sibayak volcano, but sleep was 
impossible. Towards morning, Dörthe came to our room, telling us that her husband was unable to sleep 
and was ready to leave right now for Berlin. Ute handed her two Benadryll, suggesting she give them to 
her husband to relax and sleep for what was left of the night. When my wife asked her sister the next 
morning whether Günter had been able to sleep having taken the pills, she was told: "He did not want to 
swallow the pills, I did. I slept!"  

Our neighbors in the next room were especially noisy, and I thought putting some brakes on their 
activities. Recalling an old trick to silence noisy next-door motel room neighbors, I got my pocket knife out 
and wrapped one end in some insulating clothing. Then I  partially pulled out an electric plug from the 
wall of our room adjoining their unit, put the knife-back across the poles and – bang! – not only did the 
radio and lights next door go off, but the electrical supply for the entire motel complex of three buildings 
went dead. Unfortunately, there must have been a master circuit breaker; the lights were on again a few 
minutes later. The Chinese did not stop their noises for even a second! When we finished our sleepless 
night and stepped outside, the pleasantly manicured motel grounds had become a total mess. 

Rather bedraggled, we left early for our volcanic ascent. The trail eventually led through, what 
looked like jungle, but people lived within it. Then we passed by a giant, staked down water buffalo. 



Günter had always displayed some caution with animals, which is why I thought I would  demonstrate 
that there was nothing to be afraid of. Thus, I approached the buffalo, thinking to pet him. About eight feet 
from the creature, I heard a subdued growl with one eye of the creature eyeing me. I figured that, maybe, 
eight feet was close enough to demonstrate courage, and backed away. Just when we were to go on, a 
loin-cloth-clad boy of about five years old, appeared from the bushes, pulled out the stake, and led the 
beast away. Did I feel foolish? Of course not, because the two knew each other. 

The trail eventually turned into a very steep concrete stairway dating back to Dutch colonial times. 
There is this story of my mother-in-law ascending these very steps in the 1960s with a small group of 
Western women. Suddenly, several Batak teenage boys, intent on relieving the women of their valuables, 
approached them. Despite being Christians or Muslims, Bataks are beholden by ancestor worship. With 
my mother-in-law fluent in the Batak language and knowledgeable of the customs, she now assaulted the 
youth with a flood of Batak admonishions about what their ancestors would think of such behavior. And, lo 
and behold, shamed, the boys quickly disappeared into the surrounding woods.  

Climbing on, we eventually reached the tree line where the old steps ended and new ones had 
been laid, which showed however early signs of deterioration. Not much farther, we reached a group of 
laborers building more concrete steps, using the local gritty, volcanic material, containing lots of sulfur. 
The result was that the new-formed steps fell apart as quickly as they were built. We reached the nearly 
200 m wide caldera and walked down into it. Sulfuric vapors were escaping from multiple vents, from 
which the natives tried to catch the sulfur by affixing burlap bags over the major outlets. Ute took some 
close-up pictures, only to find later that some of her camera’s metal parts had been slightly corroded. We 
descended an extremely muddy path, but only after Ute had fallen and become rather muddy, and I then 
cut us some walking sticks, did we make it,  three-legged, down the mountain. 

I had wanted to bring a Batak sword home, thinking I could get it diagonally into my suitcase; and 
I found one, except that it turned out to be too long. Well, the handle of my suitcase had been torn, so I 
thought to purchase a new suitcase of appropriate size in Medan. There, in a modern department store, I 
did find one. While I stood at the check-out counter, I suddenly felt the hair on my left arm being pulled. 
Turning around, I faced two Chinese teenage girls smiling at me, one of them still holding onto that small 
blond tuft. Aware why she was doing it – that Asians are less hairy than we throwback Caucasians – I 
simply smiled back and turned around again, as she let go. But then I felt another tug. The other girl also 
had to aquatint herself with this peculiar characteristic. 

Prior to our departure, we explored Medan a bit, a city of over one million people. Then, after our 
wives had acquired some sticky-rice pastry, we retired to a hotel lobby for some coffee and pastry. It was 
utterly delicious. Despite the traffic-fume saturated streets, Günter was prepared to brave the streets once 
more simply to fetch a second helping of these delicacies. And he did! 

Then, our flight took us to Bali, a distance almost as great as crossing the United States from 
west to east, truly so, if one would fly from Aceh on Sumatra’s western tip all the way to Indonesia's 
eastern extent. We spent a pleasant week there in a guesthouse suggested by my sister in Germany, 
living only in our purchased sarongs. Eventually, we parted, our relatives staying on for a few more days, 
while we made  our way to Chicago. Of course, Chicago was socked in again by a snowstorm, so that 
our flight had to be rerouted to Omaha, adding a few more hours to an already too long flight. Eventually, 
though, Chicago had us back after our memorable, tropical sojourn, where we had found friendly people 
and beautiful nature. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 



 


